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Tales of Kayak Instruction: Intro to
Intermediate Kayaking
By Jay Davis, GCA President
Even if you have a ton of support boaters and additional instructors,
it’s often necessary to split into smaller groups, so people can fit into
eddies and don’t have to wait too long for a turn working a feature.
Lately, we’ve been dividing into two groups. These two groups, now
have OFFICIAL GCA names: Team RAD NINJA!!! and Team GNARWHAL!!! Team Rad Ninja is my peeps, so I can’t speak for those
lames over in Gnarwhal....but team Rad Ninja is that hotness....yo.
They are the last true savages.
Anyway, now that I have that out of my system, let’s talk about the
“Intro to Intermediate” class that we had. One thing kayak instructors suffer from is high expectations. We approach an intermediate
class thinking we are going to get to do this and that, but really we
have a bunch of trained beginners who really want to be intermediate that need some prodding. That’s one reason we’ve divided our
intermediate classes into two separate levels. Our GCA club culture
often defines intermediate as a confident Nantahala boater. But, it’s
important to realize that the mainstream whitewater boating community and the overwhelming majority of WW paddlers define intermediate as the Middle Ocoee. I’m not suggesting the club is wrong, it’s
just you have to keep in mind the word has two different meanings
depending on context.
We review some strokes, and then walk Dillsboro Drop. Many instructors are rightly hesitant to have green students run this rapid, as a
flip often ends up with your helmet getting some rock lovin’ and
instructors don’t really want a student to be already shook up and
rattled after the very first drop. We come down to the first decent
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class 2 and have everybody make a ferry from river left to river right. Several of the people were really intimidated by this ferry and had to move
down a little to execute the move. The students weren’t really knowledgeable
about edging, and this was giving them a lot of trouble, so I was really
stressing this point. Drop your downstream edge, folks! I have never seen
anybody flip from edging too much. (I mean, okay, I almost flipped from
edging too much on the Upper Nanty this weekend, but whatever!) It’s hard
for people to develop a trust in the dynamic characteristics of a hull; newer
boaters still think of flat as “safe”. It also takes a lot of repetition for people to develop edging instinct. So we did just that!
Now that everybody is thinking about their edging, we’ve got to work on
boat angle and torso rotation. People always want to start peel outs and
ferries with too much sideways angle. Upstream! Point mostly upstream! One
way to teach a good, controlled peel out, is to have students think of it as
a failed ferry, one you fail on purpose. So I always teach those two moves
together for that reason. Of course, you can use that downstream sweep or
stern draw to prevent the boat from turning, but only if.......you use torso
rotation. A stroke powered by your arm is unlikely to have the strength to
correct against the current. So we spent a lot of time talking about that!
And finally, we spent a lot of time talking about fully penetrating the eddy
line! This is a major pet peeve of mine, and I still see lots of solid Ocoee
boaters do this wrong. (Not that I’m all that, of course, but Dave Kessmann
and Joe Gudger really opened my eyes all the way on this one.) Too many
boaters, as soon as they feel their boat responding to the change in current
on the eddy line, just stop paddling. You need to keep paddling until your
boat is all the way across the eddy line; this is usually 2-3 more paddle
strokes than you think! As Joe would say, don’t “stripper pole” that peel
out! Of course, I’m talking about both entering and leaving the eddy! It was
great to see how nobody hesitated to ferry down at double drop or the next
day on the Nantahala. (Don’t worry forest service, the class was 100%
FREE.) It was great to see everybody hitting the move at Delabar’s and
Little SOB. We worked on surfing, and using a surf as part of your ferrying
strategy, and few other things. Everybody seemed really stoked and looking
for maneuvers to execute by the end of the class, which is what you want,
of course. EL
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GCA Intermediate Class:
Team Gnarwhal
By Jimmy Jones
Recently, the Georgia Canoeing Association hosted an Intro to WW Kayak
class during its training weekend. Jay Davis and myself were the coinstructors. After some initial instruction we split the class into two groups.
Jay was Team Rad Ninja and my team was Team Gnarwha. Jay already
wrote up an account of his team so here is my team’s account.
Team Gnarwhal moved ahead of the other team to give everyone some
space. We continued to work on ferries, peel-outs and catching eddys. Some
of the students even showed us their awesome surfing skills. After stopping
at a few features, we decided to go on to the Trestle Rapid so we could
eat and recharge. Everyone did a great job running the rapid and then
most of us got out to eat. It was fun watching Mark Miller and his team
from the Foothills Paddle Club working on rope skills and swimming in
current, then work on ferrying and surfing. After eating, we had several
people get out and try to ferry into the top eddy and surf. Fun times!
After we got done there, we proceeded to the “Photo Rapid”. Jenny Taylor
reminded everyone that one of the important points of kayaking was to
look good so smile while we are running it. I took the easy line down for
the paddlers that weren’t wanting the challenge of catching the eddies.
Everyone made it down great. At the bottom, there is a great place to
work on harder ferries. Everyone remembered that edge and to look at the
eddy and succeeded. I gave a few pointers on how to go back across since
the current is going at more of an angle and how to use the waves to surf
to the other side. It was great seeing people using the features to get
across more efficiently. By the time we got to Double
Drop, everyone was getting tired so we played a little
then headed to the takeout.

GCA Intermediate class
Photo by Jenny Taylor

Next morning, we gathered at the Nantahala and set shuttle to Ferebee. I
used a couple of rocks and sticks to demo what I wanted everyone to do.
We practiced the ferry to Delebars Rock. It was great seeing people put
their boats on edge and rock it. After that we headed to Quarry and caught
a few eddys. We encouraged people to catch some more difficult eddys and
paddled down the river. At the PBR wave we surfed a little bit.
Finally, after playing down the river, we caught the eddy at the curve before
the Bump. I gave a brief description of how to run it and told everyone I
was catching the eddy directly above it if anyone wanted to try. We had
most of the class attempt the Bump with one short swim (if you aren’t
swimming, your aren’t pushing yourself!).
Then it was on to the Main Event! The Falls! We waited on Mark Brown to
join up so we could have three safety boaters. Jenny Taylor and Brett Russell
were doing a stellar job so far, but we thought the additional person would
be good. We ended up running the racers line and everyone in the group
made it, some for their first successful run of the falls, WOOT!! I walked
back up and dropped in to Truckstop Eddy so Jay could show people the
left line from the walkway. I ran and squared up to the bottom hole and
punched through. Then we waited. The Rad Ninjas looked great even though
there was one swim (like I said, pushing limits!). Afterwards we met in the
parking lot and talked for a few minutes and decided there would be a next
course. Cant wait till August!
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Creating a Culture of Dam Removal in Georgia
By Sara Gottlieb and Dan MacIntyre
When you think about Georgia dams, something huge and monolithic,
like Buford Dam creating Lake Lanier, probably comes to mind. In fact,
the vast majority of dams, nationwide and in Georgia, are small structures, many less than 10 feet high. Some were constructed over a hundred years ago, often no longer serving their original purpose. All are
fragmenting rivers and altering their flow. Many were created as, or
have become, lowhead dams, which create “perfect” and extremely dangerous keeper hydraulics that look completely innocent to the untrained
eye.
There are over 30,000 obsolete dams in Georgia, according to the Southeast Aquatic Connectivity Assessment (SEACAP), a tool developed by The
Nature Conservancy and Southeast Aquatic Resources Partnership to prioritize dams for removal to benefit fish populations in the region. These
removals not only benefit aquatic creatures, they also open new waters
for us to paddle. For the past eight months, a group of dedicated individuals from non-profit groups, communities, state and federal agencies,
and paddlers, has started coming together to kick-start an effort to
remove many of these dams throughout Georgia.
There are many benefits to removing old dams. The benefits to fish populations is just a start. Many old dams are dangerous and threaten downstream communities should they break; they also invite unsafe recreation
such as diving and swimming in areas with strong undertow and unconsolidated stream bottoms. Paddlers often have to portage around the
structures, or have to avoid certain river reaches altogether. As noted
above, many are potentially lethal low head dams. Dams alter hydrology,
increasing evaporation and causing rivers to dry during drought, or causing floods during periods of heavy rainfall.
There are many barriers to removing these barriers – a complicated
permitting process involving multiple agencies, high costs, and land owner
willingness are all factors. Only one dam removal has been completed in
Georgia – the City Mills/Eagle and Phenix Dam in Columbus back in
2011. Spearheaded by businessman John Turner, the project took over a
decade to come to fruition, but has yielded many benefits. Uptown
Columbus is now a center of whitewater rafting with a revitalized community and a thriving waterfront. We now have class II, III and IV
whitewater available in the middle of the state.
A lot of misconceptions exist about the benefits of leaving dams in place
versus removing them. Some believe impoundments create important
habitats and removing barriers will negatively impact fish and other
species. Porous, temporary dams, such as those created by beavers, are
much more appropriate for creating wetland habitat . Dams are often
thought of as being similar to waterfalls and other natural features, but
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there is nothing natural about a waterfall on a slow-moving, blackwater river in
the coastal plain and aquatic species that evolved there are severely impacted by
their presence. Although many dams have been in our backyards for so long,
they may seem to be just another part of the landscape, their construction has
devastated fish populations in the southeast – Alabama’s Coosa River (which originates in Georgia) lost 40 species of freshwater fish after the construction of seven
dams that began in 1914.
Thousands more dam removals are needed to restore hydrologic function, expand
recreation opportunities, re-connect fish populations, and reduce hazards on Georgia’s waterways. This work will require the dedicated efforts of people from all
walks of life, and outspoken support from stakeholders. We may need to lobby
on behalf of changes to law and regulation, we certainly will need to raise funds,
and we will be far more successful in our efforts through outreach to land owners,
communities and river users affected by dams and their potential removal. It’s
not too late to start this work – will you join us?
If you know of a problematic/hazardous dam that could be removed, please contact Kat Hoenke, Habitat Ecologist with Southeast Aquatic Resources Partnership,
and Co-Lead of the Georgia Aquatic Connectivity Team: kat@southeastaquatics.net;
or Dan MacIntyre at dmacintyre4@gmail.com.
Further Information:
Southeast Aquatic Connectivity Programhttp://southeastaquatics.net/sarps-programs/
southeast-aquatic-connectivity-assessment-program-seacap
SEACAPhttp://maps.tnc.org/seacap/
American Rivers Dam Removal Interactive Map of Dams Removed Since 1916http://
www.americanrivers.org/threats-solutions/restoring-damaged-rivers/dam-removal-map/
Georgia Dam Safety Programhttp://www.damsafety.org/map/state.aspx?s=10
Let Rivers Flowhttp://www.letriversflow.com
Sara Gottlieb is a Conservation Planner, The Nature Conservancy in Georgia; and
Co-Lead, Georgia Aquatic Connectivity Team, sgottlieb@tnc.org. Dan MacIntyre is
the GCA representative to Georgia Aquatic Connectivity Team. EL
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Combat Roll Clinic
By Jay Davis
Photos by Jim Tebbel

Once again, team Rad Ninja squared off against team Gnarwhal to see
who could count the most trout on the mighty Tuckaseegee. Everybody
was looking pretty good at the put in with lots of sharp rolls. Actually I
was kind of intimidated, because I thought many of them had better
looking rolls than mine! That’s one reason I always help with this class.
I need the practice as much as anybody else. I’ve never made it through
a year of kayaking where a day rolling in current on an easy river
wouldn’t be of benefit for me. Team Rad Ninja headed down to Dillsoboro Drop. A bunch of the students insisted on running it. I expressed my
concerns, but they are grown folk; I can’t exactly taser and cuff them.
We had one swim, and he was dragged down some rocks underwater
and it left the student a little rattled, as I forewarned. Everybody else
styled it. Fortunately, that student got his groove back and was really
rocking it by the end of the end of the day.

We warmed up, surfed and messed around until we got to the hole just
after the railroad bridge. This is a great combat roll spot. People who
are less confident can just roll in the current below the rapid. For people who wanted an authentic combat roll experience, they went and
stuck their bow in that corner hydraulic! We had a few carp and swims,
but way more clean rolls. Next we went to Prudential Rock/Tuck Photo
Rapid. After paddling the Upper Nanty the evening before, I was getting
pretty tired, but team Rad Ninja kept tearing it up. Me, and all the
Gnarwhales are taking a relaxing shaded eddy break, but team Rad
Ninja just won’t stop rolling. Can’t stop. Won’t stop. Don’t know how to
stop :) .

Then, we did some rolls at the bottom of double drop. You could really see
the fatigue setting in by that time! I thought everybody did great. It’s
wonderful to see so many club members growing their skills. The GCA
Rocks! Special shout out to the tandem open boaters who came with us.
They had a great technique when missing the first roll. The front boater
would bail, and then help right the boat as the other boater hit a second
roll attempt, and then jump back in. Very cool stuff.
EL

Chattahoochee Riverkeeper has paddle trips and paddle cleanups
through the year. If anyone is interested in safety boating for some
of these trips - message Tammy Bates at tbates@chattahoochee.org.
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The Unexpected Hitchhiker
By Allen Hedden
Sunday, April 17, 2016. The GCA Spring Membership Meeting and Paddle
on the Metro Hooch put upwards of 70 boats on the river plus whatever
non-GCA traffic there may have been. I was in one of two open canoes
among the GCA group. After warming up doing some attainments at the
ledge below the I-285 Bridge and messing about in the first rapid below
the River Bend complex, I killed a lot of time doing ferries and eddy
turns at Devil’s Race Course. By that time I was pretty far behind the
main part of the GCA group as I approached the island just below the
Race Course. The run down to the left of the island is one of my favorite places to ferry back and forth and surf a bit.
As I started a river right to river left ferry part way down, my attention
was drawn to a sit-on-top kayak approaching the rapid a bit tentatively. The paddler was not wearing a PFD, much less a helmet, but I didn’t
think too much about that since a large proportion of Metro Hooch boaters merely carry their PFDs in the boat. Keep in mind that this was mid
-April and even though the air temperature was pretty warm, the water
was uncomfortably cold, and the boater looked like he was dressed for
summer paddling. The sole passenger in this SOT was a hapless Dalmatian weighing about 50 pounds or so. I continued my ferry into an eddy
on the left to get out of the way and not cause a distraction for the
obviously not-so-experienced paddler entering the rapid. Within 20-30
feet into the rapid, the SOT had flipped and unceremoniously dumped the
paddler and the passenger into the frigid waters and strong current, along
with all the other contents of the boat. With all due credit, there is a
good possibility that the cause of the flip could well have been the Dalmatian moving around in the boat.
As the paddler busied himself trying to gather up his boat, paddle, PFD,
water bottle, and whatever other flotsam, the poor dog spotted my boat
in the eddy, and obviously being a bit wiser than his master, he decided
to go for my boat rather than following the SOT down the river. The
dog entered the eddy just as I was about to peel out and assist the SOT
paddler in gathering up his stuff. With absolutely no hesitation he hoisted himself up over the gunwale and onto my stern air bag. I don’t
know if you’ve ever had a 50 pound dog pull himself in over the side of
your boat, but I can assure you it does absolutely nothing for your balance, especially when you are in the process of peeling out into a strong
current. He then did the typical wet-dog-shake routine to try to get rid
of some cold water and proceeded to prance around on my stern air
bag. I’m not sure how I did it, but I managed to stay upright through
all this while being propelled backward out of the bottom of the eddy
and into the current. At this point I decided that I had my hands full
taking care of myself with a dancing 50 pound dog on the back of my
boat that I couldn’t see, so the SOT paddler would just have to take care
of himself.
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I managed to get into another river left eddy in short order with no
major mishaps. It was behind a rocky ledge that stretched almost to
the left bank. I thought sure the pup would gratefully hop out on dry
land, but NOOO! He wasn’t about to leave his dry perch. I glanced
downstream and saw that his owner with the SOT was still gathering up
his stuff and surmised that even after getting it all together, he would
probably never make the attainment to the eddy where his dog and I
were.
So, plan B. Chance the ferry, with dog as passenger, to the island on
river right where maybe the dog would feel more comfortable getting
out of my boat, and where his owner would have a much better chance
of getting to that location to reclaim his pup once he had gathered up
his stuff. There were about a half dozen boats beached on the island
right where I needed to go. As I started across, I noticed that one of
the paddlers had a camera and was shooting video of the whole episode. I don’t know how much of it she got on video – the swim from
the top with the rescue, etc., or just the ferry to the island. At any
rate, no pressure - just make the ferry, I told myself. I did make it,
but with a bit of bobbling and bracing.
Once beached on the island, the pup was more than happy to disembark, and soon his owner was there to collect the dog and thank me
for rescuing him. I really wanted to let him know that rescuing the
dog was not my idea – the dog was the one who thought of it. But I
just smiled and said, “No problem!” I headed on downstream while the
SOT paddler was trying to talk his dog into getting back on the SOT.
The rest of the run was pretty uneventful. I never saw the SOT guy
and the Dalmatian again. At the take-out I looked around but didn’t
see any of the GCAers that I had started out with. Oh, well. I go
slower than most and I’m used to finishing last.
Epilogue: Another unexpected hitchhiker. As I was finishing up loading
my boat and gear, I was approached by another paddler who asked if I
was going back to the put-in. I actually wasn’t, but it wasn’t much
out of my way, so I lied a little and said that I was. He obviously
needed a ride, and the crowd was starting to thin out at the takeout. We chatted as we headed back to the put-in. Turns out he was
a long time canoeist who was just now trying to get his wife involved
in the sport. It was her first white water trip and they had made a
tandem run on the Metro Hooch. Since they were not paddling in a
group, they had set their own shuttle. So the obvious question was,
why did he need a ride back to the put-in? Of course, he answered
the unasked question. (continued on page 6)
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Unexpected Hitchhiker, continued
They had brought two vehicles and left his wife’s car at the take-out. His
wife, being new at boating and unfamiliar with the logistics of a river trip,
was not all that knowledgeable about how everything was supposed to work,
and he had explained that they would use the car at the take-out to go
back to the put-in and retrieve the vehicle that had transported the boat to
the put-in. OK, makes sense. Well, about half way down the river he
thought to ask his wife what she had done with her car keys. She assured
him that they were safe in her pocketbook. And where was her pocketbook? Why, in the car, of course. Which car? His car (at the putin). Thus the need to be an unexpected hitchhiker.
So, one entertaining story deserving another one, I told him the whole story
of the other unexpected hitchhiker, starting with the SOT flipping at the top
of the rapid, etc., all the way to the part where the dog was reluctant to
follow his master and their SOT down the river after the flip and instead
hoisted himself into my boat, etc., etc. He got a big grin on his face and
said, “I can tell you why the dog didn’t want any part of the SOT. My wife
and I watched them putting in as we passed River Bend, where their trip
started, and they weren’t twenty feet off the bank before the SOT went over
for the first time. The Dalmatian was not a happy camper. The swim at
the island was NOT their first, and it was entirely possible that they had
had more than just those two swims from the look of how they were doing
when we had last seen them.” Small world!
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 Skin cancer also can form on the lips. To protect your lips, apply a

lip balm or lipstick that contains sunscreen with an SPF of 30 or
higher.
 Reapply sunscreen approximately every two hours, or after swim-

ming or sweating, according to the directions on the bottle.
Prevent dehydration
 Bring along enough fluids and taking time to drink them on a
regular basis. In general, be prepared to drink about 3L of water
per day to offset fluid losses by urination and sweating.
 Avoid food and drink with diuretic effects such as: coffee, tea, and

alcohol before and during your paddling activity.
Regulate your body temperature
 Wear lightweight and absorbent clothing in layers. Be prepared to
remove or add layers as needed.
 Cool off by rolling, or getting out of your boat and into the water.
 Know the signs of heat-related illness -EL

A river trip is always an adventure! Or two! -EL

Summer Safety while Paddling
Summer is full of paddling opportunities. Be smart about heat and sun exposure by following these safety tips:
Wear sunscreen when you paddle.
 The American Academy of Dermatology recommends everyone use sunscreen that offers the following:
 Broad spectrum protection (protection against UVA and UVB
rays)
 Sun protection factor (SPF) 30 or higher
 Water resistance
 Use enough sunscreen to generously coat all skin that will be not be

covered by clothing. Ask yourself, “Will my face, ears, arms or hands be
covered by clothing?” If not, apply sunscreen.

ALL ABOUT THE EDDY LINE
The Eddy Line, the official GCA newsletter, is available in print or pdf format. To subscribe, contact Vincent Payne at 404.629.5376 or Vincent.payne9354@gmail.com, or mail your request to P.O. Box 611, Winston, GA 30187.
Submissions/Advertising: All submissions and advertising should be sent to
The Eddy Line, at: EddyLineEditor@gmail.com.
Deadline: The deadline for all submissions, classified ads and commercial ads
is the 20th of the previous month (e.g. August 20 for the September/
October issue).
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Trip Report: ACA L4 Instructor Development
Workshop/Instructor Candidate Evaluation
By Tammy Lea
I’m the parent of a teenage son with cerebral palsy. He and I have
been involved with Team River Runner and Blaze Sports for several
years now. My background is in Recreation Therapy, and I wanted to
learn how to adapt a kayak for William so he could go on the river
with me. So, in 2014, I took William to Charleston for the ACA Adaptive Paddling Workshop. I came out of that workshop with the ACA
Adaptive Paddling Endorsement. It’s a cool thing, but not really useful
unless one has an instructor certification to go along with it.
I couldn’t tell you at what point the desire to be an instructor first
entered my mind. Somewhere along the path from paddle school to
lessons with Joe Gudger to teaching my own kids to paddle to that
Adaptive Paddling workshop the idea morphed.
At some point, probably during a lesson with Joe Gudger, I seriously
started thinking I should go ahead and get that instructor certification.
I talked it over with Joe, and my original plan was to take an L2
course and get certified at that level. Joe thought it was an attainable
goal, and through a couple of referrals, I found David Evans, an ACA
Instructor Trainer. Literally, I found him in the parking lot at the
Ocoee takeout right before one of my lessons with Ace Kayaking school
not two days after Larry Ausley referred me to him. David and I
talked on the phone a few weeks later. He said he didn’t teach the
L2 class very often, and suggested, after quizzing me about my paddling experience and formal training, that I take the L4 class and see
where I ended up.
Fast forward to Memorial Day weekend 2016. I joined three other
women in the L4 IDW weekend. My goal was to certify at the L3
level. We started on Tsali Lake in Bryson City with the basics: strokes,
rolling, rescue techniques and mock presentations. My strokes needed
a bit of fine tuning, but overall, they were good. My presentations
were concise and to the point, so I wasn’t worried about those either.
What I WAS worried about was rolling. To get an L3 certification, you
have to be able to roll, and rolling has always been my nemesis. (it
took a LOT of people to teach me to roll) At the end of the first day,
it was time to demonstrate my ability to roll a kayak. The first attempt did not go well. I rushed the roll, ran out of air, and swam.
My classmates took their turns, with varying degrees of success, and
then we came back to me. With the encouragement from my classmates to “roll that b——”, I proceeded to knock out not one, but
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TWO rock solid sweep rolls, with video proof!
Day Two was also at the lake, working on rescue skills and roll instruction. Both evenings were spent with “classroom” work and going over
videos from the days lake sessions. On Day Three we hit the Tuck for
the river portion of the class and worked every feature on the river,
practicing how to teach ferrying, peel outs, eddy turns and strokes. I
found places to play I never knew existed, and had a fantastic time
doing it. At the end of the weekend I was the most exhausted I’d
ever been in my life, and I headed home with two weeks to practice
what I’d learned before returning for the evaluation weekend.
During those two weeks, Jim Tebbel was kind enough to send me links
for dozens of teaching videos. I watched almost all of them. He
joined me on the Metro one evening while I worked with a paddling
buddy who’d offered to be my “student” and offered some pointers for
teaching. I then went to roll practice and practiced teaching rolling:
on my own 14-year old son. (I got awesomeness points for that one.)
Finally, there was homework, which was completed and sent to David
for review before the final weekend.
For the final weekend, we were on the Tuck. The first day didn’t go
well. I tried to roll at the put-in, and the cold water triggered an
asthma attack, which resulted in a very embarrassing swim. We turned
it into a teachable moment, but it was still discouraging. That 20
minutes sucked up about four hours’ worth of energy, so I was already
worn out before the day even started. Our first stop was the Dillsboro
Drop...talking about river features and safety, and playing on a class III
rapid. I’d never run that rapid, and technically, I didn’t have to, since
it was “challenge by choice”, but I decided to go for it, despite having
no energy. I ran the river right line, just to be on the safe side. I
hit the curler and the water splashed in my face, covering my contacts
and leaving me unable to see where I was going. I ran the rest of the
rapid backwards, but upright and smiling.
The trip down to Railroad rapid was uneventful. At railroad, it became
very apparent that it was a busy day on the river. There were several
classes on the river. Add duckies and rafts to the mix and the river
got really crowded really fast. At Prudential and Double Drop, David
had us doing some challenging Class III moves on class II rapids, and it
was taking all my energy to concentrate on what I was supposed to do.
Then I had to dodge rafts and duckies, and try to squeeze into already
crowded eddies. The more I pushed, the less I accomplished, and the
more frustrated and cranky I got. I almost gave it up right then and
there. I pushed through it, spent some time at jump rock knocking
out some rolls, including a C to C roll, which I have NEVER been able
to do, and made it to the take out totally exhausted. (continued, page
8)
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L4 IDW/ICE, continued
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GCA Kid/Teen Paddle Day is July 16, 2016

The last day was the evaluation day. We ran into another L4 class at
the put-in, and it just happened to be the one two of my buddies were
in. I got hugs and encouragement from them, and we headed down
the river.
I was the first one to “teach” the class. I remembered to be interactive and confident. There were a couple of things I wasn’t happy with,
but overall, I felt good about it. We made our way down the river,
with each of us taking turns “teaching”. The river was low, and there
were very few boaters out. It was a good day overall.
At the end of the day, it was time for the evaluation. I knew I wasn’t
ready for an L4, so I didn’t even entertain that thought. I was hoping
for an L3 with a roll endorsement, since David had indicated on Saturday that’s where he thought I would end up. So, I was rather disappointed when I got an L2 with continuation, with a roll endorsement.
David explained that my only “deficiency” is my lack of teaching experience. He said he could give me an L3, but he might not ever see
me again. Certifying me at L2 with continuation means that I have to
co-instruct some classes, get some teaching experience, then teach one
with him and he will sign off on the L3. After he explained it, I felt
better, but I was still disappointed. Someone with an L4 make told
me last year he didn’t want to “only” be an L3, so here I was feeling
like my L2 might not measure up. Boy, was I wrong. Within minutes
of relaying the news to Jay Davis and Jimmy Jones, I was pumped up
again by their encouragement. Another GCA instructor told me later
that being committed to the L4 class and commitment to becoming an
instructor were the important things.

John Blakely on the Tuck. Photo by Tammy Lea

Do you know of a child or teenager who wants to learn to paddle, but
doesn’t want to (or can’t) learn with their parents? Does your child
paddle with you but would like to paddle with someone their own age?
If you answered, “yes” to either of these questions, then this event is
for you! We will start out on the lake to teach basic skills and assess
everyone’s skills. Then, dependent on paddler abilities and desire, we
will move to a local river. Bring your child and come join the fun!
Registration details are on the GCA website, GAPaddle.com. EL

So, I am now an ACA Level 2 (with continuation) instructor with a roll
endorsement AND an adaptive paddling endorsement. And proud of it.
I’m looking forward to teaching my first GCA class. -EL

New instructor: photo by Jay Davis

Jackson Thompson ready to paddle. Photo by Rick Thompson.
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Southeastern US Wildwater
Championships
Story and Photos by Roger Nott and John Pinyerd
GCA's 48th Annual Southeastern U.S. Wildwater Championships were held on
Sunday June 19, 2016, to top off the Nantahala Racing Club's Olympic
Festival. Although there was no interclub competition this year, nevertheless 34 eager racers showed up in time for the mass start shortly after 10
a.m. For a video of the start see https://www.facebook.com/chris.hipgrave/
videos/1010469325740772/ . We raced from the USFS Nantahala put-in
8+ miles to the Founders’ Bridge at the NOC.
For the fourth time in the past six years in the Men’s Wildwater K-1 class
Kurt Smithgall won the Fastest Kayak Award, in a blistering time of 46
minutes and 55 seconds, beating 1989 winner and former Olympian Mark
Hamilton by 35 seconds. Nine time winner David Jones took third. Ellen
Osment won the Womens’ WW K-1 class, earning the Julie Wilson Award
for the second year in a row. Olivia McGinnis took second. Mary Mills had
one of the fastest times in the Women's REC K-1 class.
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We all had great fun. Special thanks go to NRC Chris Hipgrave, GCA’s
2016 Race Master Todd McGinnis, and all the GCA volunteers who
helped. Those included Carol Reiser, Jim Tibbel, John Pinyerd, Lincoln
Williams, Roger Nott, and Maggie Collins. Maggie’s soon-to-be 79 yearold husband Bern was our oldest competitor. EL

David Asbell

Schlidt/Hedden approach the finish line

John Pinyerd, fastest single blade

John Pinyerd was the fastest single-bladed paddler, in the WW OC-1
Mens’ class, and won his 20th Charlie Patton Award in an impressive time
of 55:52, faster than three of his last five C-1 Wildwater runs! Eddie
Allen powered an ancient Blue Hole OC down the course in 1:05:59 to
win the REC OC-1 Men’s division. Roger Nott and David Young were
second and third.
David Asbell and Ryan Horn were declared co-winners of the REC K-1
Mens’ class, with second place Alex Brantley also racing the course in
under an hour. Jeff Vannoy earned a third place medal.
For the fourth time in the past five years the Ramone Eaton Award for
the fastest Open Tandem Canadian Canoe was won by Gabriella Schlidt
and Allen Hedden in 1:05:47.

Iit was great to race again with Bern Collins for the coveted
"Beer Cup" award.
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Thinking of joining a paddling trip?
When deciding to join a GCA trip, whether an “official” trip posted on the
website, or a pop-up trip posted on the Facebook page, please keep the
following bit of river etiquette in mind:
Always check with the trip coordinator/leader before inviting a guest to
come along on the trip with you, especially if your guest is an inexperienced paddler. This is to insure the skill level of your guest matches the
targeted skill level of the group. Many pop-up trips will not have safety
boaters., and it’s considered rude to expect the other paddlers in the
group to be responsible for an unexpected paddler. Please don’t put the
trip leader in the uncomfortable position of having to turn someone away
because their experience level doesn’t match that of the group.

Future Ocoee paddler
Photo courtesy of Michael White

Keeping In Touch
To contact the GCA, write Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., P.O.
Box 611, Winston, GA 30187.
Groupmail: GCA maintains a group email list to help members
share information of general interest. To sign up, send an e-mail to
gcalist-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.
Website: Information about GCA, forms (including membership
application and GCA waiver form), a link to the GCA Store and
links to Eddy Line advertisers are all at http://www.gapaddle.com.
Facebook: Visit the GCA Facebook page for photos, video, trip
reports, or to join an upcoming impromptu trip.
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24th Annual GCA Chattooga Clean-Up,
by Roger Nott
Many, many thanks to our large, generous group of volunteers who made a
success of our 24th annual Clean-up of GCA's adopted section of the beautiful Chattooga Wild and Scenic River, the 3 miles from Thrift's Ferry to Hwy.
76. Kayakers joining in the clean-up were: Chris and Jay Davis, Jon
Gunderson, Leif Hauge, Tammy Lea, Jason Loraugh, Elizabeth Pinion, Tom
Pumphrey, Will Powell, Anna and Jeremy Rigmaiden, Adam Snider, Suzanne
Taylor, Jim Tebbel, Michael Thompson, Mike Tyra, Berry Walker, and Mark
Wilson. I paddled a Buffalo OC-1, and Suzanne helped me haul much of the
trash in her inflatable. Brad McManus and his children Katie and Luke did
not paddle but helped us collect trash for an hour and a half near Hwy. 76,
where we we greeted and thanked by the Chattooga River Ranger Plinio
Beres.
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The general lack of any visible trash allowed most of us to focus on playing
and enjoying the river, which several in our group were experiencing for the
first time. We took a leisurely pace; stopped for snacks, dips and play below
Swimmers', Eight Ball and Houndstooth; yet still got to Bull Sluice
by 3:00. At this low level its approach is easy but the drops are steep and
high. All of us ran the single drop successfully or portaged.

Adam Snider’s first run of Bull Sluice
Photo by Tammy Lea

18 of the 22 boaters who participated in the clean-up
Photo by Jay Davis

We had a beautiful, hot day which made the river's cool, clear water very
welcomed. The low but adequate level, 1.19 on the USGS Hwy. 76 gauge,
allowed us to access much of the underwater trash but still enjoy the river's
fine whitewater. We filled four and a half bags of trash at the put-in and
take out, but the river banks, always cleaner than most of the rivers we
paddle, had recently been cleaned by another group, which had done an
excellent job. Early in our trip, Jim retrieved a long painter’s rope spotted
by Jay. It was snared dangerously in a swift, narrow chute. Afterwards, Jim
helped Mike Thompson cut out a nearby strainer.
Overall, we had difficulty finding any trash at all along the river. I captained the right bank team which had only amassed a bag and a half when
we reached the top of the large eddy just upstream of Bull Sluice. This area
always collects a lot of flotsam at high water, but this day I saw nothing
from my canoe. On a hunch I decided to climb about 12 feet up the right
bank any way. Finally I hit the motherlode, which the previous group of
unknown cleaners had missed, and thereby doubled our haul from only about
100 feet of shoreline!

After we took a group photo and disposed of our trash at Hwy. 76, Mike,
Tammy and Jim retired to dine in Clayton. The rest of us chose to paddle
down to Woodall. We split into two groups and enjoyed another hour and a
half of river fun. One of the first group got stuck on rocks in and just below
Screaming Left Turn but handled these challenges well and without injury. Most portaged or slid down the wet rocks at the far right at Woodall,
but those who ran the main drop found successful lines.
After the class III+ hike out at Woodall, we very much enjoyed our wellearned snacks and beverages at the parking lot, and the majority of us continued our good fellowship while leisurely feasting and enjoying river tales at
Humble Pie in Long Creek. Thanks crew for a great day!
Special thanks go the Jay, Tammy and Jim for helping me promote the trip;
to Jay for leading many of the first timers through the rapids, and to American Rivers, who co-sponsored and helped advertise our trip and provided trash
bags as part of their National River Clean-up Program. EL

Roger Nott surveys the
river as Jay Davis takes
a swim.
Photo by Tammy Lea
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Paddle Your Own Canoe
Shared by Allen Hedden
I've travelled about a bit in my time,
And of troubles I've seen a few,
But found it better in ev'ry clime
To paddle my own canoe.
My wants are small I care not at all,
If my debts are paied when due,
I drive away strife, in the ocean of life
While I paddle my own canoe.

Dogs enjoy the river too!
Photo courtesy of Barry Kennon/Tuckshot.com

Fourteen Ways to Boost Your River Karma
By Allyson Davis
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Give shuttle to other boaters.
Pick up trash along the river and dispose of it properly
Bring a throw rope and know how to use it.
Take a Swiftwater Rescue Class
Collect someone's yard sale
Set safety for others
Take a newbie boating
Run a sneak like with a newbie
Share food and beverages with the unprepared
Take pictures
Remove wood when permitted
Have loaner gear
Help carry others’ boats
Have snacks and beverages to share at the takeout

I have no wife to bother my life,
No lover to prove untrue,
But the whole day long, with a laugh and a song
I paddle my own canoe.
I rise with the lark, and from daylight till dark
I do what I have to do.
I'm careless of wealth, if I've only the health
To paddle my own canoe.
It's all very well to depend on a friend,
That is, if you've proved him true,
But you'll find it better by far in the end
To paddle your own canoe.
To borrow is dearer by far than to buy
A maxim tho old still true;
You never will sigh, if you only will try
To paddle your own canoe.
If a hurricane rise in the mid'day sky
And the sun is lost to view
Move steadily by, with a steadfast eye
And paddle your own canoe.
Fields the daisies that grew in bright green
Are blooming so sweet for you;
So never sit down, with a tear or a frown
But paddle your own canoe.

- Mid-ninteenth century Irish ballad
(From “Idleness, Water and a Canoe
by Jamie Benidickson) EL
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GCA Awards Recognition
By Vincent Payne
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GCA Members in action

The GCA Award and Recognition Program will be continued this year, culminating with a presentation of awards at the annual Holiday Party. During
the year, each of you should keep your eyes open for potential nominees.
While we cannot recognize everyone that works hard to make this such a
great group we surely must call out some of them.

Daniel Brant at Bull Sluice - photo by Clint Miller

We have provided a structure for the awards in tiers, which we hope will
somewhat equalize the awards. The top tier is our Lifetime Service
Award aimed at those who have worked in club roles for many years. There
will be no more than one of these awards given per year, and it is not
required to have even one. This award should be a big deal.
Next, we want to recognize people who have been continuous supporters of
GCA activities and values. These people have helped out for several years,
probably in several roles, helping the club to achieve its mission. This
award recognizes an individual for breadth of work.
We also have a category for single events and the person that drives an
event. The nominee may do fifty things with excellence or just one thing.
This award will just focus on a single contribution. It is a good way to
bring attention to some of the best activities and the people that make
them happen.
Finally, we have the fun awards. These encourage participation and you
get to make up the category. For example, we can give an award for
“Longest Swim”, “Best Shuttle Bunny”, “Best Minor Achievement” (Limited to
people that cannot yet sign their own waiver), “Stinkiest Shuttle vehicle”,
or “Best Example of Why to Wear a Helmet”.

Jimmy Jones does Lunch Boof on the Nantahala - photo by Jenny Taylor

KEEP YOUR E-MAIL ADDRESS CURRENT

Now is the time to be watching for those who excel (at either end of the
spectrum) and capture those thoughts so we can recognize and honor them
at this year’s event.

Each month numerous "copies" of the pdf version of The Eddy Line bounce
back due to bad or outdated email addresses. If an email to you bounces
back, you will be deleted from the recipient list until we get an updated
email address.

Send your nominees to me at Vincent.payne9354@gmail.com or message
me on Facebook. I will compile the list of nominees to present to the
Board around November. Be sure to tell us the reason for the nomination,
even though it may be obvious. The board will approve them and then we
will get The Legal Committee to take a look. EL

When the GCA receives a mail failure notice in response to an email to you
on the GCA email list, you will be automatically unsubscribed by the listserve
software. If your email changes, please "unsubscribe" and re-subscribe with
your new address.
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TRIP AND EVENT SCHEDULE
July 2-3 & 24

Hiwassee trips

Contact Jack Taylor
Phone: 770-998-0350 Email: xl13jdt2@bellsouth.net

July 9

Middle Ocoee Trip

contact Lesley Symington, lslysym@mindspring.com

July 10

Tuckaseegee Trip

contact Michael Potter, (423) 552-3364

July 16

Kid/Teen Paddle day

Contact Jenny Taylor or Lisa Isbell

July 31

Tuckaseegee River

Contact Tammy Lea, 404-786-5937 or EddyLineEditor@gmail.com

Stone Mountain Roll Practice: Wade Walker YMCA, second Wednesday of each month
Swiftwater Rescue Skills Clinics (Free for GCA Members): check GCA calendar for location and details
Sat July 9 and Sat Aug 13
Recreational Kayak Class
July 10
Whitewater Kayak and Canoe Training Weekends (beginner thru intermediate, check GCA calendar for location and details)
July 16-17 and August 27-28
Combat Roll Clinics – Tuckasegee River, Dillsboro NC
Sat, August 6
GCA Fall Gala – Sep 16-18, Smoky Mountain Meadows Campground
Please see the GCA Calendar for details, updates, and to sign up at http://www.gapaddle.com. For any questions or class suggestions, e-mail gapaddletraining@gmail.com.

Your Trip Could Be Listed in This Space — email Cruisemaster Lesley Symington at lslysym@mindspring.com
KEY TO GCA SKILL LEVELS
Flat Water - no current will be encountered; safe for new paddlers.
Beginner - mild current, occasional Class 1 ripples; new paddlers can learn basic river techniques.
Trained Beginner - moving water with Class 1-2 rapids; basic strokes and bracing skills needed.
Intermediate - rapids up to Class 3; eddying and ferrying skills needed; kayakers need solid roll.
Advanced - rapids up to Class 4; excellent boat control and self-rescue skills required.
Signing Up: Call the trip coordinator listed to sign up for trips. Most trip coordinators will move a trip to an alternate venue if the water levels
and conditions for a particular trip are not favorable. Call early in the week to ensure you get a spot on the trip, and in consideration for the
coordinators, PLEASE avoid calling late in the evening.
Training Trips are a combination of recreation and training designed for those boaters who have completed a formal training clinic and would
like some on-the-river time with instructors practicing what was learned in the clinic and expanding skill levels.
Canoe Camping Trips are multi-day trips, generally on flat or mild water, with at least one night of camping. For details on a scheduled trip,
call the trip coordinator. To arrange a trip, call Vincent Payne at 770.834.8263.
To Volunteer To Lead Trips: Email Cruisemaster Lesley Symington at lslysym@mindspring.com. As usual, we need trip coordinators for all
types of trips, from flatwater to Class 5 whitewater. Our excellent trip schedule depends on the efforts of volunteers, so get involved and sign up
to coordinate a trip on your favorite river today! The GCA needs YOU!
Chattooga Trips are limited to 12 boats on ANY section on ANY trip, club trip or private (USFS regulation). Boating is prohibited above the
Highway 28 bridge. Your cooperation in protecting this National Wild and Scenic River is appreciated.
Roll Practice: see gapaddle.com for information.
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SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS
The GCA web site now features a "GCA Supporters" web page with links to those who support GCA financially by
advertising in The Eddy Line. Help those who help us — patronize our advertisers. And when you do, let them know
you saw their Eddy Line ad and appreciate their support. Thanks!

Allen Hedden on the Hiwassee
Photo by Jay Davis

The Eddy Line, © 2016, is published bi-monthly as the official newsletter of the Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., publication address: 9354
Grapevine Drive, Winston, GA 30187. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Eddy Line, c/o Georgia Canoeing Association,
P.O. Box 611, Winston, GA 30187.

The purpose of the GCA is to have fun and promote safety while
paddling.

GEORGIA CANOEING ASS OCIATION, INC.
Post Office Box 611
Winston, Georgia 30187
WE’RE ON THE WEB:
www.gapaddle.com

GCA is a member-operated paddling club with over 500 family and corporate
memberships comprising more than 1500 Individuals. Canoeists and Kayakers of all
ages and paddling abilities are equally welcome. Some of our mutual interests include
whitewater river running, creeking and playboating, river and lake touring, sea kayaking,
paddle camp outs and competition and racing activities. We espouse conservation,
environmental and river access issues as well as boating safety and skills
development. Group paddling, training and social activities of all kinds are conducted
throughout the year thanks to the volunteer efforts of our many members and
friends. Membership is NOT limited to Georgia residents.

